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Critical Race Theory Primer
By Joshua Sealy-Harrington*

Critical Race Theory (“CRT”) is an academic field that explores the relationship between law and
racial justice.1 People disagree on the extent to which racism persists as a problem in modern day
society. But the fact of racism’s persistence is unassailable. And CRT facilitates its identification,
understanding, and remediation.
CRT is hard to define. That said, CRT can be described, in plain terms, as a field of thought that
thinks critically, and theoretically, about race, and racism.2 This critical/theoretical analysis
upholds three central tenets, widely accepted by CRT scholars: (1) that race is a social construction;
(2) that race is a means of subordination; and (3) that race neutrality upholds that subordination.3
These core CRT tenets are summarized below, as an introduction to CRT.
1. Race is a Social Construction
First, CRT scholars understand race as a social construction. Racial identity is often understood as
a biological attribute. To the contrary, critical and theoretical investigation of race reveals the
opposite: that racial groups are social, not biological. This requires elaboration.
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Understanding race in social terms demands unpacking the assumptions many have long held with
respect to racial categories. Many people instinctively think of racial groups as biological because
they have physical characteristics related to biology (e.g., skin colour, hair texture, etc). But subdividing humankind into biological groups involves two discrete analytical steps: (1) observing
biological characteristics; and (2) claiming that certain sets of those characteristics have social
significance. This second step—racialization—is what CRT critiques. For example, we do not
consider people with red hair, or brown eyes, or a particular height, or a particular weight, to be
specific races per se. But we do consider a loose amalgamation of certain characteristics relevant
to the supposedly scientific racial categories that we are familiar with (e.g., Black and Brown).
The process through which certain characteristics are invested with racial significance is,
fundamentally, a social choice (illustrated in the subjective and varying legal standards that were
once used to racially categorize people in the United States).4 And that social understanding of
race is broadly accepted by an interdisciplinary group of experts. Indeed, “that race is socially
constructed ‘began to gain wide acceptance in the 1940s’; it is the understanding of racial
formation endorsed by various organizations, including the United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization and the American Anthropological Association; and it was confirmed
by the Human Genome Project’s finding that ‘all persons, irrespective of racial ascription or
identification, share 99.9% of the same genes’.”5 CRT scholars join these various experts in
understanding race as a social construction, rather than a biological reality.6
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That race is a social construction is not merely descriptive. In other words, properly understanding
racial categories as socially defined is not simply an academic project. Rather, understanding race
as a social construction has important normative consequences. The “biology” of race has been a
historical—and contemporary—justification for racial inequality. In turn, reconceptualizing race
as a social construction enhances our ability to see how race subordinates particular groups, the
next CRT tenet I will describe.
2. Race is a Means of Subordination
Second, CRT scholars believe that race—or, more precisely, racism—is a means of subordination.
Specifically, CRT scholars argue that race plays an explanatory role in society, not simply a
descriptive one.7 Put differently, whenever a racial disparity is detected—whether by social,
political, or economic metrics—CRT scholars argue that, while race describes what is happening,
racism describes why it happened.
How racism contributes to racial inequality is complex. Indeed, many racisms are theorized by
CRT scholars:
a) systemic racism—often, though not always, considered synonymous with structural and
institutional racism8—refers to how facially neutral norms can disparately impact
racialized groups9 (e.g., Quebec’s secularism law which prohibits certain public officials
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from wearing “religious symbols”, despite racial neutrality, disparately impacts those racial
groups for whom the wearing of such symbols is customary10);
b) implicit bias refers to how individuals can unconsciously associate racialized communities
with negative traits11 (e.g., the sense of discomfort that many people feel when walking
towards a Black man on the sidewalk12); and
c) microaggression refers to how common interactions can harm racialized people in a
manner that accumulates unbeknownst to those causing the harm13 (e.g., how a white
woman may be surprised by and misunderstand the significant offense taken by a Black
man who she crosses the street to avoid14).
All of these racisms explain how, while societal inequality projects onto racial groups, it also
inflects from racist forces.
3. Race Neutrality Upholds Race Subordination
Third, CRT scholars argue that race neutrality—often referred to as being “colour-blind”—
upholds racial subordination. Some think that the path to racial equality is colour-blindness. In
Chief Justice John Roberts’ famous words: “The way to stop discrimination on the basis of race is
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to stop discriminating on the basis of race.”15 CRT scholars, in contrast, recognize that ignoring
race, in the midst of historical and ongoing racism, hides that persisting racism from view.16
Indeed, to highlight the persisting effects of racism, CRT scholars often engage in “storytelling”,
i.e., using personal narrative to explore the law and racial justice.17 This method, perhaps most
notably used by Patricia Williams,18 unveils the ongoing effects of racism—and other forms of
discrimination—which may go unnoticed by dominant groups.19
The classic example of the race neutrality debate is affirmative action. Affirmative action can take
many forms. But, for the sake of discussion, let’s assume that a large Toronto law firm with only
white partners promises that, within ten years, the racial distribution of its partnership will better
reflect the racial demographics of broader society. Some would claim that this commitment not
only fails to promote racial equality, but worse, is itself racist—what some call “reverse racism.”20
In contrast, CRT scholars argue that race-conscious policies—like affirmative action—are integral
to racial equality because race-neutral policies ignore the persisting effects of racism and overlook
how “objective” notions of “merit” often covertly favour certain groups21 (e.g., how recruitment
at law firm “cocktail events” often favours dominant groups better versed in the etiquettes of white,
male, upper-class society).
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Unlike in America, Canada has (some) race-consciousness baked into its constitutional
architecture. For example, in America, affirmative action programs are tenuously constitutional.22
In stark contrast, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms specifically permits affirmative
action.23 Similarly, the Supreme Court of Canada in R v. Le held that a proper s. 9 detention
analysis must be race conscious, and consider “the larger, historic and social context of race
relations between the police and the various racial groups and individuals in our society.”24
Accordingly, while rhetoric of “colour blindness” and “merit” is still present in Canadian legal
discourse, there is some sensitivity to the virtues of race-conscious policymaking.
Though brief, this CRT Primer introduces readers to some key tenets of CRT, with a view to
promoting greater critical and theoretical engagement with the ways in which race and racism
manifest in their own lives, and the legal profession. For those interested in further reading on
CRT, the texts listed at footnotes 1, 4, 6, 9, 16, and 18, in particular, are highly recommended.
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